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Space ’n stuff
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Space ’n stuff
• Astronomy is exciting regardless of age and backgound!

• But also hard to understand...

• It is so BIG and EMPTY! 

•3D (or 4D?)

•LOOK UP!  
                DISCERN!  
                              CREAT MEANING!
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Josh Worth animation

http://joshworth.com/dev/pixelspace/pixelspace_solarsystem.html


Some exemples
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Some exemples
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Don’t we just love all these images?!



Difficulties?
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Difficulties?

• Distance determination!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBDcCtwKYMQ


Difficulties?

• Distance determination!

• Vision - to see

• binoculär and monocular
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Difficulties?

• Distance determination!

• Vision - to see

• binoculär and monocular

• The brain
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Difficulties?

• Distance determination!

• Vision - to see

• binoculär and monocular

• The brain

• Perception!
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Difficulties?

• Distance determination!

• Vision - to see

• binoculär and monocular

• The brain

• Perception!

• Motion parallax 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBDcCtwKYMQ


Motion 
parallax
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What has been done?
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What has been done?

• Very much research on human difficulties
concerning perception connected to the
3D structure of the Universe focusing on
The Earth, the Moon and the Sun.
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Mental Models of the Day/Night Cycle 
STELLAVOSNIADOU 

University of Athens, Greece 
and University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

WILLIAM F.BREWER 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

This article presents the results of an experiment which Investigated elementary 
school children’s explanations of the day/night cycle. First, third, and fifth grade 
children were asked to explain certain phenomena, such as the disappearance of 
the sun during the night, the disappearance of stars during the day, the apparent 
movement of the moon, and the alteratlon of day and night. The results showed 
that the ma/orlty of the children In our sample used In a consistent fashlon a small 
number of relatively well-defined mental models of the earth, the sun, and the 
maon to explain the day/night cycle. These mental models of the day/night cycle 
were empirlcaily accurate, logically consistent and revealed some sensltivlty on 
the part of the children to issues of simpllclty of explanation. The younger children 
formed initial mental models which provided explanations of the day/night cycle 
based on everyday experience (e.g., the sun goes down behind mountains, 
clouds cover up the sun). The older children constructed synthetic mental models 
(e.g., the sun and the moon revolve around the stationary earth every 24 hours; 
the earth rotates In an up/down direction and the sun and maon are fixed on 
opposite sides) which represented attempts to synthesize the culturally accepted 
view with aspects of their initial models. A few of the older children appeared to 
have constructed a mental model of the day/night cycle slmllar to the scientific 
one. A theoretical framework is outlined which explains the formation of inltial, 
synthetic, and scientific models of the day/night cycle in terms of the reinterpre- 
tation of a hierarchy of constraints, some of which are present early in the child’s 
life, and others which emerge later out of the structure of the acquired knowledge. 

The research reported in this article was supported in part by a grant from the National 
Science Foundation, BNS-85-10254, from the Office of Educational Research and Improvement 
under Cooperative Agreement No. G&)87-CIOOl-90 with the Reading Research and Education 
Center and from the Cognitive Science Group, Beckman Institute, University of Illinois. This 
publication does not necessarily reflect the views of the agencies supporting this research. 

We wduld like to th&k the principal, teachers and children of Washington School in Urbana, 
Illinois for their help in canying out this project. We also wish to thank Mar10 Schommer, Marcy 
Dorfman, and Arm Jolly for their help in testing the children and scoring the data, Clark chinn 
and Christos Ioannides for their comments, and Delores Plowman for secretarial work above 
and beyond the call of duty. 

Correspondence and requests for reprints should be sent to either Stella Vosniadou, Univex- 
shy of Athens, 33 Ippokratus Street, Athens, Greece, or Wiiam F. Brewer, Department of 
PSYchology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 603 B. Daniel Street, Champaign, IL 
61820. 
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Pupils’ explanations of seasonal changes: age 
differences and the influence of teaching 

Eve m a s *  
Department of Psychology, University of Tartu, Estonia 

Background. Pupils have consistent everyday astronomical explanations, 
some of which, e.g., distance theory, are very resistant to change. The reasons 
why everyday explanations are not replaced by scientific ones have been 
connected with teaching methods used in school. 

A i m s .  The developmental differences in explaining seasonal changes and the 
reasons why school teaching fails in changing distance theory are studied. 

Samples. The 112 schoolchildren participating in the study were: 32 pupils 
from each of grade 3 (age 9-10), grade 5 (age 11-12) and grade 7 (age 13-14) 
(half of them from a state school, others from Waldorf school) and 16 pupils 
from grade 9 (age 15-16). Half of the pupils were boys. The participants were 
divided into groups of four same-sex and same-grade pupils (i.e., into 28 
groups). 

Methods. Guided peer discussions in foursomes are used. Explanations of 
pupils of different ages and from two schools with different teaching methods 
are compared. 

Results. The sources of references on which pupils based their explanations 
were divided into five categories: everyday, distance-theory, incomplete, exact 
rules and authoritative. It is shown that younger pupils refer more frequently 
to everyday perceptible data and older ones more to knowledge taught in 
school but using distance theory does not change with age. Differences 
between schools were determined. 

Conclusions. Such an everyday explanation as distance theory is very vital as 
it is drawn from several everyday experiences with heat sources. It is used to 
explain seasonal changes as far as scientific explanations learnt in school have 
not been well understood or have been forgotten. 

Several studies have shown that children have quite consistent everyday astronomical 
conceptions that are derived from their own experiences and interaction with parents, 

*Correspondence and requests for reprints should be addressed to Eve Kikas, Department of Psychology, 
University of Tartu, 78 Tiigi Street, EE2 400 Tartu, Estonia. E-mail: eve@psych.ut.ee 



What has been done?

• Very much research on human difficulties
concerning perception connected to the
3D structure of the Universe focusing on
The Earth, the Moon and the Sun.

• All results show that the representations
used in eg. books are insufficient,
inadequate (2D) and incorrect...
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Sometimes it gets really 
confusing…
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Sometimes it gets really 
confusing…
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3D 
is what it takes!
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3D 
is what it takes!

3D models or simulations. 

Preferably both!

Planetaria provides these 
possibilities!8



Possibilities!

•Astronomical objects must be 
possible to see from different  
angles and in motion  
=> Motion parallax!

•Planetaria provides!

•Not to forget: Physical 3D objects…
9



Possibilities?

•What about 3D renderings in 
planetaria using 3D glasses?

•Not much research on that jet…
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Simulating 3D in 
planetaria
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Simulating 3D in 
planetaria

• Easy to simulate e.g. the Sun, the Earth and 
the Moon

• Phases of the Moon…

• Seasons…    
 
                    

• … but only few have experienced our 
universe’s 3D structure firsthand…
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Simulating 3D in 
planetaria
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Simulating 3D in 
planetaria

• But is it really 3D?

• 2D on a curved surface

• Immersive

• So, the visitor will need to extrapolate 
three-dimensionality in their minds from 
the 2D immersive input.
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Simulating 3D in 
planetaria

• But is it really 3D?

• 2D on a curved surface

• Immersive

• So, the visitor will need to extrapolate 
three-dimensionality in their minds from 
the 2D immersive input.

• How good are people at doing that?
12



The inner Universe 
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The inner Universe 

• What do people notice, or discern, when 
looking at our planetarium presentations?

• Very little...

• Motion; Distance; Relative sizes; Structural 
detail; Change of perspective; and 3D.
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The inner Universe 

• What do people notice, or discern, when 
looking at our planetarium presentations?

• Very little...

• Motion; Distance; Relative sizes; Structural 
detail; Change of perspective; and 3D.

• BUT! With a little help (scaffolding) people 
discern much more and build a better 
understanding of the multidimensional 
structure of the Universe.
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Disciplinary discernment

• What is important to look at 
and discern?

• How do one know?

• Very large differences in 
what movies and experts 
discern

• The Anatomy of Disciplinary 
Discernment (ADD)  
(Eriksson et al. 2014)
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Spatial thinking
• Very hard to imagine what an 

object in space look like in 
3D(4D).

• Again large differences between 
novice and expert

• Extrapolating 3D in ones mind 
from a 2D representationer

• Motion parallax may be the key 
to success!
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An example from the planetarium
-the Solar System
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Exempel på vad man kan 
göra

• Från simuleringsprogrammet Uniview

• Solsystemet

• Galaxen

• Planetariebesök
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Exempel på vad man kan 
göra

• Från simuleringsprogrammet Uniview

• Solsystemet

• Galaxen

• Planetariebesök
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An example from the planetarium
-Our galaxy
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Intergalactic journey

20 Flight to the Virgo Cluster by Brent Tully



Intergalactic journey

20 Flight to the Virgo Cluster by Brent Tully



What did you discern?

• What does a planetarium visit offer? 

• Astronomical object?

• Properties?

• 3D?

• 4D?

• Differences between inner and outer 
universe?

21



The Spiral of Teaching and Learning

22 Eriksson (2014)



Discussion

• How can planetaria be used for formal learning of 
astronomy and astrophysics?

• Research informed approaches exist (Eriksson, 2014; Yu et 
al., 2015,2016, 2017)

• Astronomy education research (AER) is a growing field - 
However, not much done on formal learning in planetaria. 

• The questions is how to use the technology in the best 
possible way to create learning experiences and avoid 
cognitive overload (Mayer, 2009) - the ”Star War” 
effect…
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Conclusions
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• It is not easy to understand either the outer or the inner 

Universe! 
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Conclusions
• It is not easy to understand either the outer or the inner 

Universe! 

• To understand the Universe one need experiences and 
disciplinary knowledge!

• To experience the Universe one need to open ones’ mind and 
”look up”!

• It is first then that one starts to notice things and differences 
between things and build a 3(4)D understanding of the 
Universe in ones mind.

• Then the gap between the outer and inner Universe 
diminishes.
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Finally…
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Finally…
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KEEP LOOKING UP!



Thanks for discerning!
urban.eriksson@fysik.lu.se
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